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ABSTRACT (KL) divergence, by extending the multiplicative rules in

A novel algorithm for convolutive non-negative matrix fac- [2] for standard NMF to those for the convolutive case.

torization (NMF) with multiplicative rules is presented in In this paper, we develop a novel convolutive NMF al-

this paper. In contrast to the standard NMF, the low rank gorithm with multiplicative forms based exclusively on the

approximation is represented by a convolutive model which minimization of the Euclidean distance. By applying this

has an advantage of revealing the temporal structure pos- algorithm to the separation of audio objects (repeating pat-
sessed by many realistic signals. The convolutive basis de- terns), whose frequencies vary with time, we demonstrate

composition is obtained by the minimization of the conven- its superior performance to the standard NMF. Compared
tional squared Euclidean distance, rather than the Kullback- with the algorithm in [6] and [7], the proposed algorithm is

Leibler divergence. The algorithm is applied to the audio computationally less complex, while having better separa-

pattern separation problem in the magnitude spectrum do- tion performance, and thereby provides a good alternative

main. Numerical experiments suggest that the proposed al- to Smaragdis's algorithm.
gorithm has both less computational loads and better sepa- The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
ration performance for auditory pattern extraction, as com- next section briefly reviews the standard NMF. The pro-
pared with an existing method developed by Smaragdis. posed convolutive NMF algorithm based on the Euclidean

distance is detailed in section 3. In section 4, we show how
to prepare the non-negative input matrix, i.e., audio magni-

1. INTRODUCTION tude spectrum matrix in our application. Section 5 demon-
strates its performance using numerical examples. And fi-

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is an emerging nally, section 6 concludes the paper.
technique for data analysis [1] [2]. By representing a data
matrix with a product of low rank matrices, NMF provides
an effective way for finding latent structures or features in 2. STANDARD NMF
original data. Under the non-negative constraint, NMF also
gives "parts" based representation [2]. These promising prop- Mx N

* r r . . . ~~~~~~~~~~GivenanM x N non-negative matrix X EERM the goalerties have made NMF very useful for many applications in G
signal and image processing [2] [6] [5] [7] [8]. of NMF is to find nonnegative matrices W &+IxR and

The standard NMF model given in [2] has shown to be H (ER+N such that
satisfactory and sufficient for a number of signal process-
ing tasks. For the time-frequency analysis of audio sig- X WH (1)
nals, however, the obtained single basis via decomposition
may not be adequate to capture the temporal dependency of where R is the rank of the factorization, generally chosen to
the repeating patterns within the signal. This is especially be smaller than M (or N), or akin to (M + N)R < MN,
true for the signals whose frequencies vary with time. To which results in the extraction of some latent features whilst
address this issue, Smaragdis has presented a convolutive reducing some redundancies in the input data. To find the
model of NMF in [6] and [7], where the input data matrix optimal choice of matrices W and H, we should minimize
is denoted as the convolution of a group of shifted matrices, the reconstruction error between X and WH. Several error
Smaragdis has further developed a multiplicative learning functions have been proposed for this purpose [1]-[5]. For
algorithm based on the minimization of Kullback-Leibler instance, an appropriate choice is to use the criterion based
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on the squared Euclidean distance, the columns of H by p spots to the left. These notations
2 will also be used for the shifting operations of other ma-

(W,H) =argminW X X (2) trices throughout the paper. Note that, H = H = H.
Essentially, WH in equation (1) is replaced with a convo-

whereW and H are the estimated optimal values ofW and lutive operation E<P=o W(p) H in equation (8), i.e., a sum
H, ||F denotes the Frobenius norm, and X is given by of shifted matrix products. With the convolutive model,

the temporal continuity possessed by many audio signals
X WH (3) can be expressed more effectively in the time-frequency do-

main, especially for those signals whose frequencies vary
Alternatively, we can also minimize the error function based with time (see numerical examples in simulations).
on the extended KL divergence, To find a decomposition with the form of equation (8),

M N Smaragdis has developed multiplicative learning rules based
(W, H) = argminE E Dmn (4) on the extended KL divergence (4). With our notational

W,H m=1 n=l convention, these rules can be re-written as

where Dmm is the mn-th element of the matrix D which is = Hq. ' ((WIQ())T')) (9)
given by H _ -

D = X log[X 0 X]-X + X (5) Wq± (p) = Wq (p) T 0(Aq+I)T))
(10)

where (3 and 0 denote the Hadamard (element-wise) prod- where is an M x N matrix whose elements are all set to
uct and division respectively. Although gradient decent and 1 Xq= X o Xqi, and Xq is an estimate ofX given by (12).
conjugate gradient approaches can both be applied to min- '

imiz thse cstunctons weare artculaly nterste inInstead of using (4), we use the squared Euclidean dis-imize these cost functions, we are particularly interested in tac'n eeo natraiv utpiaieagrtm' ~~~~~~~~~tanceand develop an alternative multiplicative algorithm.the multiplicative rules developed by Lee and Seung [2] [3]. Essentially, we aim at extending the learning rules (6) and
In compact form, the multiplicative update rules for mini- (7) to their convolutive forms. Therefore, the objective func-
mizing criterion (2) can be re-written as tion we are interested is

Hq+_= HqU ((Wq)TX) 0 ((Wq)TWqHq) (6) 2

(W(p),H) =argmin X - X (11)
Wq+1 = Wq()(X(Hq+<)T) 0 (WqHq+l(Hq+l)T) (7) W(p),H F

where q is the iteration index, and (.)T is the matrix trans- where X is the estimate of X given by
pose operator. Comparatively, these rules are easy to imple-
ment and also have good convergence performance. Addi- P-1

tionally, a step size parameter which is normally required X =E W(p) H. (12)
for gradient algorithms, is not necessary in these rules. P=O

To minimize this cost function, we can effectively treat the
3. PROPOSED CONVOLUTIVE NMF BASED ON convolutive model as a collection of a group of standard

SQUARED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE NMF problems. This implies that H and a set P of W(p),
i.e., totally P + 1 matrices, are required to be updated in

To take into account the potential dependency between the each iteration. With appropriate yet simple matrix shifting
neighboring columns of the input data matrix X, the stan- operations, our new update equations for minimizing (11)
dard (instantaneous) NMF model, i.e., equation (1), is ex- can be formulated as
tended to a convolutive form:

P-1 Wq+l(p) (Wq+l(p) ((X(Hq)T) o (X (Hq) ))
X EW(p)H (8) (13)

Hq+1= Hq(q((Wq+l(p))T X) 0 ((Wq+I(P))Txq))
where W(p) (eR$MxR,p = O,* ,P-1, are a set of bases, (14)

P ~~~~~where p =0,**, P-i. Note, that the above equations

ofH bypX iSpt to therightigmtx,wit H sitthe columnssitdi may lead to a biased estimate of H, as all W(p) share theof Hby spost therigt, wth he clums shfte in same H. In order to mitigate this effect, we can update all
from outside the matrix set to zero. Analogously, H shifts W(p) first, and then take the average of all the updates for
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H, that is Wq' (p) and Hq at each ioop p, which amounts to a reduc-
1 P-i tion of 2PMN element divisions in each iteration. Sec-

Hq+ _ Hq(p) (15) ond, a simpler computing method, i.e. equation (17), is
P=O adopted for the update of Xk, which amounts to approxi-

where Hq (p) is given by mately (P - 2) (2R - 1)MN less element operations (mul-
tiplications and additions) in each iteration.

H(p (H ±lp)X) 0 ( ±()T ).(16)
1000

From equations (13) and (14), it is clear that the updates of
W(p) and H both rely on the update of Xk, which, on the
other hand, depends on the instantaneous values of W(p)80
and H, according to equation (12). This means that X
should be updated correspondingly once each W(p) is up- -o 600
dated. Nevertheless, updating the whole equation (12) is
computationally inefficient if only an individual W(p) has H-400a new value. Therefore, instead of directly using equation LIH
(12), we use the following simpler formulation L

j~ ~_qpH+ q1 H (p =o,... p_1)
(17)

where is updated recursively to accommodate the new 50me 100e 150e
values of each W(p) (inside the P loops), and the initialTiescsinx
value of (q > 1) in the right hand side (RHS) of equation
(17) is obtained at the end of (q - I)-th iteration (outside the Fig. 1. The contour plot of the magnitude spectrum matrix
P loops), when the recursions are completed. For q , X X.
in the RHS of equation (17) is still calculated via equation
(12). In practice, we found that the non-negative property of
j~may not be guaranteed, due to the subtraction operation 4. NON-NEGATIVE DECOMPOSITION OF
and small numerical errors. The small negative values can MAGNITUDE SPECTRA
be prevented by using the projection operation:

maxq, (1) In our problem, the non-negative matrix X is generated as
m xq),, 1 the magnitude spectra of the input audio data. We denote

where max(-) takes the maximum value of its arguments, the original audio signal as s(t), where t is the time instant.
and c is a trivial constant, typically, c =iO in our imple- Using a T-point windowed DFT, a time-domain signal s(t)
mentation. The algorithm stops iterations when the follow- can be converted into a frequency-domain time-series signal
ing criterion is satisfied, as

j~q±1 _jq S(f,I k) E___ s(kS + T)W(T)Ei2FfTIT (20)
F< ~~~~(19)

where W(T) denotes a -point window function, j =/-1,
F 5 is the time shift between the adjacent windows, and f is

where ( is a small constant. a frequency index, f =0, 1, -, T - 1. Clearly, the time
In summary, the adaptation of equations (13), (17), (18), index k in S(f, k) is generally not a one-to-one mapping to

(16), (15) and (19) in order represents our proposed algo- the time index t in s(t). If the whole signal has, for instance,
rithm. If P 1,I it basically reduces to the standard NMF L samples, then the maximum value of k, i.e. K, is given
algorithm represented by equations (6) and (7). If P > as K L(L - T)/Sj, where Li] is an operator taking the
1, the computational load of the proposed algorithm is ap- maximum integer no greater than its argument'. Let S(f,I k)
proximately P times that of the standard NMF. However, be the absolute value of S(f, k), we can then generate X



(i.e., only considering non-negative frequency bins due to 515Hz. These two signals are added together to generate a
the symmetrical property of the spectrum). The dimension mixed signal. The sampling frequency fs for both signals
of X, i.e. M x N, then becomes (T/2 + 1) x K [8]. is 1500Hz. The whole signal has L = 45000 samples with

Upon the convergence of the algorithm proposed in sec- a length of 30 seconds. This mixture is transformed into
tion 3, X can be effectively decomposed into the convo- the frequency domain by the procedure described in Section
lution of P non-negative matrices, denoted as W0(p) e 4, where the frame length T of the Fast Fourier transform
R(T/2+1) xR and HO e RRxK, i.e., the corresponding local (FFT) is set to 2048 samples, i.e., the frequency resolution is
optimum values of W(p) andH respectively. An advantage approximately 0.73Hz. The signal is segmented by a Ham-
of exploiting spectral matrix is that both the obtained ba- ming window with the window size being set to 600 samples
sis matrices W° (p) and HO have meaningful interpretation. (400ms), and the time shift d to 250 samples (approximately
That is, HO is a dimension-reduced matrix which contains 167ms), that is, an overlap between the neighboring frames
the bases of the temporal patterns while W° (p) contains the is used. The small size of the signal segments is chosen to
frequency patterns of the original data. All P set ofW° (p) guarantee a sufficient time resolution, and each segment is
together contain both frequency and temporal information then zero-padded to have the same size as T for FFT opera-
of time-frequency patterns (i.e., audio objects) of the origi- tion. The generated matrix X is visualized in Figure 1.
nal audio signal. The factorization rank R is set to 2, i.e., exactly the

same as the total number of the signals in the mixture. The
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS matrices W(p) and H are initialized as the absolute val-

ues of random matrices. P is set2 to 6, and ( to 0.0001.
We apply the proposed algorithm to the separation of audio All tests were running on a computer whose CPU speed
objects with repeating patterns, for both artificial and real is 1.8GHz. The proposed algorithm is compared with the
music audio signals. standard NMF (P = 1) and Smaragdis's algorithm (with

corresponding parameters set identical to those in our al-
gorithm). We plot HO and W° (p) in Figure 2 and Fig-

0.5 ure 3 respectively. It is clear from these figures that the
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Fig. 2. Visualization of matrix HO. "Cnl (or Cn2)" denotes 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10
Column 1 (or 2) of HO. Results were obtained by using the Time slices index
standard NMF (the above two plots), Smaragdis's algorithm
(the middle two plots), and our proposed algorithm (the be-
low two plots). Fig. 3. Visualization of all matrices W°(p), p = 0, ... 5,

with the first and second rows of all W° (p) plotted on the
left and right side respectively. Results were obtained by

5.1. Artificial Audio using the standard NMF (the left two plots), Smaragdis's al-
gorithm (the middle two plots), and our proposed algorithm

Two audio signals are generated. One contains 3 repeat- (the right two plots)
ing patterns with frequencies changing linearly with time
from 123Hz to 223Hz, and the other contains 4 repeating 21n order for the object to be separated, P should be big enough to
patterns whose frequencies change linearly from 600Hz to cover the length of the object in the audio signal.
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audio objects with repeating patterns are successfully sep- fs = 22050Hz. P = 105. Other parameters and the method
arated by both our algorithm and Smaragdis's algorithm, for generating X are the same as those in the above exper-
with W°(p) being the time-frequency representation of the iments. Spectrogram matrix X is visualized in Figure 5.
repeating patterns, and H° containing the temporal struc- W(p) and H in both algorithms are initialized randomly.
ture of these patterns, i.e., the happening time of individual
patterns. The standard NMF described by the learning rules
(6) and (7), however, totally fails for separating the audio 1000
objects in these tests. We have extensively tested the algo-
rithm for different set-ups of the parameters, including other 900
randomly initialized matrices W and H, and found such 800
similar separation performance. To show the computational 700
efficiency of our proposed algorithm, we have performed a) 600
another experiment. We keep the set-up of the parameters in :

.E 500-
the above experiments unchanged, and we run both our and -
Smaragdis's algorithms 300 iterations. We plot the com- 400
puting time against the number of iterations in Figure 4, 300
where a variant algorithm of Smaragdis, i.e., using equa- 200
tion (16) to calculated X (other steps remain unchanged), 100
is also tested. Clearly, our algorithm consumes consider-

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550
Time slices index

300

250 ~ ~(a) Fig. 5. The contour plot of the magnitude spectrum matrix
(b) X of the real music audio signal.

-(c)
o 200
a) ,

As an example, the resulted H° and W° (p) by applying the
.E 150 proposed learning algorithm are plotted in Figure 6 and 7

respectively.

E1001
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Iteration number 0.2 -
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the required computing time chang- 08
ing with the number of iterations for (a) Smaragdis's algo- 0.6
rithm, (b) a variant of Smaragdis's algorithm in which the

\

calculation of X is replaced by equation (17), (c) the pro- C04
posed algorithm. 0.2 -

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
ably less computing time than Smaragdis's algorithm. If a Time slices index
larger P is required (for extracting larger objects), the com-
putational efficiency of our proposed algorithm can be more
significant. Fig. 6. Visualization of the factorized H°.

5.2. Real Music Audio
To evaluate the performance more accurately, we use

Two music audio signals with each containing repeating two performance indices. One is the rejection ratio (RR). If
musical notes G4 and A3 played by a guitar are mixed to- wdeoe R i.,sptinXitoRfcrze
gether. The lmixed signal iS approximately 6.8s sampled at =
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the factorized W°(p), p =
0, ... ,104. The left plot represents note G4, and the right Fig. 8.EThecomparisonofte pFiogrmaTnhe oaorindice s(i.e., RR
denotes note A3. and REF ) varying with T between the two algorithms. (a),

(b), and (c) are the results of the two random tests and their
average respectively by applying our algorithm. (d), (e),

components, we can define RR as and (f) are the corresponding results obtained by applying
Smaragdis's algorithm.

RR(dB) = 10 llog1 cor0((i),)()) (21)
Vjoi the standard NMF technique in the context of audio ob-

ject and feature separation. The proposed algorithm can
where cor denotes the correlation. This index can measure be a useful tool for a wide range of applications including
how accurate the separation performance is, and a lower the analysis of potentially more complex auditory scenes,
value represents a better performance. The other index is which, together with the theoretical proof of its convergence,
the relative estimation error (REE) defined as remains as our future interests.
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